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81

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

The project built on the work previously published by ICMRA in 2017 and was carried out in parallel to
the development of a T&T systems policy at WHO. This document provides technical
recommendations which focus on interoperability rather than on single systems design and
complements the WHO policy. ICMRA and WHO have worked in close cooperation in developing
their respective documents, which include common parts (mapping of existing and planned T&T
systems and glossary).

96
97
98
99

The 2017 ICMRA paper briefly analysed what the potential public health benefits of interoperability
are. As common understanding of the benefits is key to promote global planning and implementation
of interoperable systems, this document analyses further these potential benefits (section 4) and
provides detailed use cases.

100
101
102
103

Technical features which would allow national/regional systems to be interoperable are provided in
section 5, including identifiers of products, standards, data elements, data carriers, transitional and
master data, traceability, information exchange. This section provides important recommendations
e.g. on the use of Common Data Coding Standards and Common Data Carriers.

104
105
106
107
108

As regards coding standards, the 2017 paper stated that systems should be based on internationally
agreed standards that allow for interoperability. This principle is strongly endorsed here, taking into
consideration that different, sector-specific international standards are established such as GS1
standards, applicable inter alia to pharmaceuticals, and ISBT 128 standard from ICCBBA to identify
medical products of human origin (including 180 blood, cell, 181 tissue, milk, and organ products).

109
110
111

Agreement of authorities on a single international standard (or one standard per defined sector) is a
pre-requisite for transactional interoperability, e.g. in cases where data carriers shall be scannable in
different system environments.

112
113
114

The 2017 paper also states that ‘data matrix barcode is one of the economical solutions in use in
most of the current and planned T&T systems and appears to be the most cost-effective solution.’.
This principle was endorsed and reinforced.

115
116

Section 6 builds on the recommendations in the previous sections and provides an example of a
possible system architecture to illustrate how the principles and recommendations above can be
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117
118

applied in practice. The system architecture described is an example and does not exclude other
equally valid solutions.

119
120
121
122
123
124

An update of the mapping of existing and planned T&T systems worldwide published in 2017,
developed jointly by ICMRA and WHO, is published as an annex, and a glossary, proposed by
medicines regulators and private sector participants, should facilitate stakeholders’ understanding of
the challenges of T&T systems interoperability. The glossary has been to be understandable by
experts, as well as other stakeholders, including regulators and personnel in the private sector with
some technical knowledge.
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125

1. SCOPE

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

For the purposes of this document T&T systems include:

135
136
137



Full T&T systems (systems which allow full traceability of the product transactions and/or other
supply chain events from beginning to end of its supply-chain, including the agents in the
middle e.g. distributors)

138
139



End-to-end systems (systems which allow verification of the product only at the beginning and
at the end of its supply-chain) and

140
141



Systems in-between (selected verification between the beginning and the end of its supplychain, in addition to end-to-end).

142
143
144

These recommendations focus on T&T systems for finished medicinal products (drug products) for
human use. Some of the recommendations however might be extended or adapted to other products
(e.g. active substances, finished medicinal products for veterinary use, medical devices etc.).

145

In developing this document, it has been considered that:

146



Several T&T systems are already in place or in the final stage of planning

147



Most of the existing and planned T&T systems focus on medicines for human use

148
149



Although theoretically T&T systems can be used for active substances, excipients, etc., most
of the existing and planned T&T systems have been developed for or include finished products

150
151



Interoperability among T&T systems is dependent on the establishment of a set of minimal
common global technical features and standards.

152
153
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154

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

The International Coalition of Medicines Regulatory Authority (ICMRA) is a global coalition of regulators
who work together on matters of common interest or concern(1).

165
166
167
168

Supply Chain Integrity has been identified as an ICMRA priority area, and the ICMRA work has focussed
on alignment of existing and planned Track and Trace (T&T) systems for medicines, with a view to
facilitating their interoperability as, to date, existing T&T systems for medicines have been designed
with a national or regional focus only.

169
170
171

ICMRA published a paper on this subject in 2017(2), which built on previous work carried out by the
World Health Organisation (WHO)(3). This paper was developed by regulators from ICMRA
participating authorities.

172
173
174

The 2017 document provided high-level recommendations on future interoperability of T&T systems,
including some limited details on common technical features that T&T systems should present to enable
interoperability.

175
176
177
178

After publication, it was agreed that more detailed technical recommendations were needed to make a
real impact, and that complementary expertise from the private sector was necessary, in addition to
that of regulators. A joint regulators/industry working group was formed, which has developed the
present paper.

179
180
181
182

Regulators from ICMRA participating authorities could volunteer to be part of the group, while experts
from the private sector were selected through a public call for expression of interest. Although the
present document has been developed by the joint working group, final adoption is under ICMRA
responsibility at plenary level (regulators only).

183
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184

3. METHODOLOGICAL NOTES

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

Interoperability

194
195
196
197

Interoperability was defined in 2017 as: ‘The ability of T&T systems to exchange information and
make use of the information received from other systems.’ This definition is still valid, and has been
complemented in the present paper, by defining ‘types of interoperability’ applicable to different
situations, as Information exchange and Transactional interoperability (see also glossary):

198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211





Information exchange is the type of interoperability where information is exchanged between
the interconnected systems without triggering a status change for a product, batch, and/or
pack in the receiving system. Examples include the active notification of connected systems
by the originating system about a quality defect (push principle) or the request from a system
to be connected to another to retrieve the status of a pack e.g. ‘commissioned’, ‘shipped’,
‘received’, ‘decommissioned’ (pull principle). Information exchange is assumed to be the
easiest to implement.
Transactional interoperability means that a transaction in one system is extended to and/or
shared automatically with another system. Transactional interoperability is more complex to
achieve with the complexity depending on the functions that shall work across systems. For
example, it would be less complex to implement a function that allows for a batch recall across
systems compared to the interoperability of full T&T systems where product pack movements
and related events are tracked across systems along their way through the supply chain.

It was considered that interoperability could be applied at different levels e.g.:

212



A product (or a product class/category)

213



A batch / a set of batches (of a product)

214



A pack / a set of packs (of a product) that belong to a specific batch of that product

215



A product component such as API’s, other substances, packaging material, etc.

216

Aggregation

217

The concept of aggregation (see glossary) was introduced.

218

Standardized Information Included in the Carrier
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219
220
221

The 2017 paper stated that: ‘Every pack of medicinal product on the market should carry some
common standardised information, including: International Common Product Identifier, International
Batch Number and expiry date.’

222
223
224
225

It was assumed that every pack of medicinal products would be identified with a product code,
product license number, or similar product identifier according to applicable market requirements and
carry a unique batch number. In combination, this would ensure the identification of each batch.
Consequently, the group did not need to develop the concept of an ‘International Batch Number.

226
227
228

In the future however the concept of an International Common Product Identifier will have to be
developed, as a common way to uniquely identify products which are the same but may differ in for
example labelling/packaging for different jurisdictions.
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229

230

4. BENEFITS ARISING FROM
INTEROPERABILITY

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243

T&T systems provide numerous Verification, Tracking and Alerting benefits. These include aspect such
as real time notifications of falsified/unfit products, tracking product recalls, alerts to product quality
issues and so on, as well as supply chain management aspects such as efficient
commissioning/decommissioning of products, equivalency identification, information exchange about
suppliers/products/facilities/etc..

244

Benefits Arising from Interoperability were defined in the 2017 paper as:

245
246



Enhanced traceability: regulators knowing where the product has been before reaching their
jurisdiction and/or from real time localization of products outside their jurisdiction

247
248
249
250



Minimizing patients’ exposure to risk associated with defective health products:
upon receiving immediate notification of a product quality and safety issue, regulatory authorities
taking fast actions in their jurisdiction and concerted risk mitigation actions with regard to this or
similar product across all the markets where the product is distributed.

251
252
253

This definition was still considered valid, however defining these benefits more specifically and
providing use cases was seen as a useful step forward to promote interoperability among decisionmakers.

254
255
256
257

The use cases describe objectives that could be achieved by having interoperable T&T systems, in the
format of user stories, which include: the type of user / party that could benefit, what is the desired
benefit or goal and the reason why this is beneficial, together with alternatives that could achieve the
same objective, although less efficiently.

258
259
260
261
262

Each use case is followed by an Interoperability Classification section, which refers to the categories
outlined in section 3, and by implementation considerations, which details enablers and barriers. As
some of the implementation considerations go beyond the specific use cases, general implementation
considerations are presented in the first table below. Specific implementation considerations are then
included in each use case.
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263
264

The use cases presented aim at illustrating areas where interoperability of T&T systems for medicines
is considered to bring benefits to public health. These areas include (the list is not exhaustive):

265



Fight against falsified medicines

266



Facilitate batch recalls

267



Improve pharmacovigilance

268



Reduce shortages of medicines.

269
270
271
272

The purpose of the use cases is to illustrate future opportunities and possibilities that would arise from
interoperability of T&T systems, as well as constraints that need to be overcome. It does not imply their
future implementation, which would be subject to the appropriate decision-making process and could
vary among jurisdictions.

273
274
General Implementation Consideration
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers






Interconnected T&T system (currently not existing)
Use compatible open standards for the capture and
exchange of traceability data (e.g. ISO/IEC
19987,19988 – EPCIS & CBV, IDMP PhPID)1



Governance to define requirements and to control
interoperability (currently there is some localized
governance but not at a global level)
Agreed procedures to allow controlled access to data
in non-local T&T databases (currently not existing)

Barriers





Technical barriers as establishing interconnected T&T systems globally is technically not easy and needs economical
and human resources
Procedural barriers as establishing and operating harmonized processes across systems / jurisdictions and
standardization of interfaces is difficult (e.g. it might entail creation/identification of an international body for this
purpose)
Legal barriers related to access / share of some confidential information across databases operated / governed by
regulators / other parties from different jurisdictions
Political barriers related to allowing regulators from other jurisdictions to access data in local databases

275
276

ISO/IEC 19988 defines the Core Business Vocabulary (CBV) to specify various vocabulary elements and
their values for use in conjunction with the ISO/IEC 19987 on EPCIS standard, which defines mechanisms to
exchange information both within and across organisations.
1

https://www.iso.org/standard/66797.html
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Use Case 1: Accelerated Alerting Between Regulators About Falsified Medicines Incidents



Implementation
Effort

Use Case Description
As a patient, I don’t want to get in contact with falsified products
As a regulator I want to take timely action and protect public health, including alert other
regulators and the public and receive alerts from other regulators in the shortest time
possible about falsified products that have penetrated the legal supply chain,

Benefits





Information regarding suspect falsified products which penetrated the legal supply chain
could be shared among regulators in real time through the interconnected systems
It would be possible to start investigation, regulatory and risk management actions in a
timely way with the further option of stopping in real time the dispensing of packs of the
suspect falsified products which has entered the global legal supply chain e.g. in
another jurisdiction
Timely information to the public and increased safety and vigilance

Alternatives
Exchange of information among regulators using existing channels (e.g. WHO Global
Surveillance and Monitoring System, WHO Global Medical Product Alerts, National or
Regional Networks or Rapid Alert System, normal emails/fax/phone calls).

2
1
Importance

Two scenarios apply:
1. Import without
change of batch
number and
product code
(e.g. under
special import
license for
hospital trusts)
2. Import resulting
in different batch
number and
product code

Interoperability Classification


Type of Interoperability



Information Exchange to alert regulators in
connected countries
Transactional Interoperability to stop dispensing in
multiple jurisdictions

Interoperability applied to

A batch / a set of batches (of a product) or a pack / a set of
packs

Exchange of Expiry Date Information

Required as part of exchanged information in case
falsification carries valid batch ID or an expiry date other
than the expiry date of the original batch
Required to allow for identification of physical packs in
jurisdiction other than the original country of destination in
both scenarios #1 and #2

Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier
Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers





‘Alert Falsification Function’ or equivalent in the
interconnected systems

Agreed procedure governing the use of the ‘Alert
Falsification Function’ or equivalent

Barriers



There is no foolproof method to detect falsified products, but such measures can facilitate earlier detection and
response to falsified products
Falsification of presentation of a product in one country usually does not allow to conclude that presentations in other
countries are equally affected by the falsification

277
278
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Use Case 2: Enhanced Traceability of Products in Case of a Falsified Product Detection



As a regulator, I want to have access to traceability information to support investigating
falsification incidents
As a supplier, I want to know in the shortest time possible if a product I have in my
possession is at risk to be falsified

Benefits


It would be possible to determine where falsified products (e.g. packs of a falsified
medicinal products) have penetrated the global legal supply chain and where they have
been distributed globally)

Alternatives
Exchange of information among regulators and suppliers using existing channels (e.g. WHO
Global Surveillance and Monitoring System, WHO Global Medical Product Alerts, National
or Regional Networks or Rapid Alert System, normal emails/fax/phone calls).
Interoperability Classification
Type of Interoperability

Interoperability applied to
Exchange of Expiry Date Information
Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier

Implementation
Effort

Use Case Description



Importance

Transactional interoperability to track products across
multiple systems; information exchange to retrieve
traceability information from multiple systems
A pack / a set of packs
Not required but encouraged as it could help with
investigation of falsification incidents
Required to allow for identification of physical packs across
jurisdictions

Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers








Global unique product identifier (e.g. GTIN)
Global unique pack identifier i.e. unique product
identifier + serial number
Interoperability where products are tracked & traced
through multiple T&T systems (e.g. US pack can be
tracked in EU system)




Ensure implementation of full T&T systems across
jurisdictions
Define and agree upon the data model, the interface,
the SLA, the governance, etc.
Agreed procedures for exchange of information among
regulators through T&T systems in case a falsified
product is detected in the legal supply chain

Barriers



There is no foolproof method to detect falsified products, but such measures can facilitate earlier detection and
response to falsified products
Scenario restricted to cases where falsified packs have penetrated T&T systems (have entered the legal supply-chain).

279
280
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Use Case 3: Verify Product Outside Country of Destination



As a patient, I want to verify a product I purchase abroad e.g. it is not falsified
As a supplier, I want to verify a product I purchase abroad, so that I can reduce the risk
e.g. of supplying a falsified product

Benefits


Increased patient safety and vigilance

Alternatives



Stand-alone (e.g. Brand owner) verification apps (these would be less effective than
national/regional systems
Effective local regulation and enforcement against illegitimate imports and/or falsification;
however, this is assumed to be very challenging in many markets

Implementation
Effort

Use Case Description



Importance

Interoperability Classification
Type of Interoperability

Transactional Interoperability to verify individual product
packs across jurisdictions

Interoperability applied to

A pack / a set of packs

Exchange of Expiry Date Information

Not required but encouraged as it could help with
investigation of falsification incidents

Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier

Required to allow for identification of physical packs across
jurisdictions

Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers









Global unique product identifier (e.g. GTIN)
Global unique pack identifier i.e. unique product
identifier + serial number
Standardized information included in the carrier (e.g.
Product Identifier, Batch number, Expiry Date, Serial
Number)
Cross-system authentication standards and
capabilities (e.g. multi-market pack model in the EU, or
VRS model in the US)

Inter-system/legislation agreements on cross-use of
systems and data

Barriers


There is no foolproof method to detect falsified products, but such measures can facilitate earlier detection and
response to falsified/unfit products

281
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282
Use Case 4: Managing Batch Recalls
Use Case Description




As a patient, I want the dispensing of a defective product be stopped in the
shortest time possible
As a regulator, when a product is recalled (e.g. in case of a serious quality defect)
or a safety issue), I want to execute the recall in the shortest time possible (ideally
real time)
As a supplier, I want to know in the shortest time possible if a product I have in my
possession has been recalled (either in the jurisdiction where I am located or in
other jurisdictions).

1

Implementation
Effort



2
Importance

Benefits



Recalls could be managed through the T&T interconnected systems (e.g.
information on defective batches could be exchanged among systems) in real
time, with the further option of stopping dispensing in real time)
It would be possible to inform through the system supply chain actors which held
packs of the batch(es) recalled e.g. in other jurisdictions.

Alternatives
Cooperation with the MAH, which is obliged to have a system in place to track its
products distribution and between authorities through existing channels (e.g. Rapid
Alert System, normal emails/fax/phone calls), this however takes time and resources to
be achieved.

1 Information

about
location of products in
the supply chain is
exchanged among
jurisdictions
2 Information about
batches recalled is
exchanged among
systems in real time

Interoperability Classification
Type of Interoperability






Information Exchange to inform users of connected
systems about recall
Transactional Interoperability would allow batch
recalls executed in one jurisdiction to automatically
trigger a batch recall function in other jurisdictions; it
would also allow continuous sharing of location
information across jurisdictions
Visibility event data interoperability to locate
products that have been recalled, and which may
have been distributed.

Interoperability applied to

A batch / a set of batches (of a product).

Exchange of Expiry Date Information

Not required

Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier

Required to make practical real time identification of
products and batches.

Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers








Global unique product identifier (e.g. GTIN)
Batch number that is unique for that product in
different jurisdictions
Availability of a ‘Dispense Pack’ and ‘Batch Recall’
function across T&T systems



Operation of a cross-systems ‘Batch Recall’
function for all connected jurisdictions, which could
trigger a ‘stop dispensing’ function if allowed by
procedures in place in the receiving jurisdiction.
Define and agree upon the data model, the interface,
the SLA, the governance, etc.
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Use Case 4: Managing Batch Recalls
Barriers
Legal barriers as:



In case recall in one jurisdiction would trigger automatically a recall in another jurisdiction the law in
the latter
jurisdiction needs to allow for it, which currently is not the case
Confidentiality issues related to exchange of information in case information on location of batches is
exchanged between systems.
Implementation
Effort



1

2

Importance

283
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Use Case 5: Support Pharmacovigilance



As a patient, I want to avoid products for which a safety issue has been identified
or is under investigation
As a regulator, I want to be alerted as soon as possible on pharmacovigilance
issues; I also want to have access to traceability information to support
pharmacovigilance and to improve the level of reporting of adverse events globally

Benefits




It would be possible to exchange alerts among regulators through the
interconnected systems in real time on a product, a group of products2 (e.g. a
group of products containing a substance of concern for which a
pharmacovigilance issue has been identified) and, in case the interconnected
systems were able to trace substances and other aspects, on the items of
concern
Data on global distribution at patient level could be compared with reporting levels
and help to inform the development of efficient pharmacovigilance systems

Alternatives



Implementation
Effort

Use Case Description

2
1

Importance
1

Information
exchange on
products
2 Information
exchange on
products and
substances

Cooperate with the MAH who is obliged to have a system to track its products
distribution, this however takes time and resources to be achieved
Cooperate with MAHs in order to access data on global distribution/sales of products

Interoperability Classification
Type of Interoperability

Information Exchange to share information among users
of connected systems

Interoperability applied to

A product or a product class/category

Exchange of Expiry Date Information

Not required

Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier

Required to make practical real time identification of
products

Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers





Global unique identifiers for products (e.g. GTIN)
and/or substances and other aspects (e.g. linkages
among individual GTIN numbers) in case the
interconnected T&T systems are able to exchange
information on substances, etc. (in addition to
products)

Agreed procedures use interconnected T&T
systems in the management of pharmacovigilance
cases

284
285

Most of the existing and planned T&T systems currently have been developed for or include finished (drug)
products, T&T systems however could be used for traceability of other aspects such as active substances,
excipients, manufacturers etc.
2
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Use Case 6: Enhanced Traceability of Products in Case of Shortages



As a healthcare professional and/or patient, I want the treatment I need to be
always available
As a regulator, when there is a shortage of a product in my jurisdiction, I want to
know in the shortest time possible (ideally real time) if in other jurisdictions there is
availability of the same or similar products

Benefits



Interconnected T&T systems could allow regulators to identify real time the
availability of the same product or alternative products in other jurisdictions
Relevant regulators or Marketing Authorization Holders could be contacted
immediately to resolve the supply problem, communication would be more efficient
and more targeted if the system could give real time information on availability

Alternatives



Build dedicated inventory reporting systems that are interconnected with each
other
Cooperate with the MAHs or regulators in other jurisdictions in order to find out
if/where there is availability of the same or alternative products in other
jurisdictions

Implementation
Effort

Use Case Description

2
1

Importance
1

Identification of the
same products in
interconnected
systems
2
identification of the
same or similar (e.g.
same active
substance) products in
interconnected
systems

Interoperability Classification
Type of Interoperability

Information Exchange to share inventory information
across jurisdictions

Interoperability applied to

A product or a product class/category

Exchange of Expiry Date Information

Not required

Common Global Data Coding Standards and
Common Data Carrier

Not required since use case does not require
identification of physical packs across jurisdictions

Implementation Considerations
Technical Enablers

Procedural Enablers







Global unique Identifier to identify same product in
other jurisdictions in product master data
GTIN for exchange of information about existing
products; agreed global standardized definitions
(i.e. ISO IDMP standards), technical standards for
data exchange (i.e. FHIR) and terminology e.g.
Substance Management System (SMS, SRS) for
identification of similar/alternative products

Regulators to actively manage drug shortages
through agreed procedures involving T&T systems

Barriers





Both MAHs and regulators in country B (where there is availability) would need to agree to mitigate shortage in
country A (where there is a shortage) by moving product from B to A
Proper shortage management. needs to consider MAHs’ sales and production forecasts to avoid supply chain
disorder
Need for Implementation of full T&T systems in connected jurisdictions to locate available inventory in a
country
Further technical difficulties if the systems need to be able to identify and exchange of information among
similar/alternative products among different jurisdictions

286
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287

288

289

290

5. RECOMMENDATIONS ON
COMMON TECHNICAL
DENOMINATORS FOR T&T
SYSTEMS INTEROPERABILITY

291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301

This section focuses on common denominators for interoperability scenarios across track and trace
(T&T) systems, following the different phases of T&T systems implementation, and considering systems
already implemented and systems under development around the world.

302
303
304
305
306
307

As the ICMRA remit is medicines for human use and considering that several T&T systems for
medicines are already in place or in the final stage of planning and most of them have been developed
for tracking finished (drug) products, this section focus on T&T systems for finished medicinal products
(drug products) for human use. Some of the recommendations however might be extended or adapted
to other products (e.g. active substances, finished medicinal products for veterinary use, medical
devices etc.).

308
309

RECOMMENDATIONS

310
311
312
313

Production and distribution of medicines are globalized and rapid exchange of information among
regulatory authorities is integral to the protection of the supply chain integrity and patient safety. So far,
traceability systems have been designed and implemented with a local or regional focus, without
consideration as to their interoperability with other systems at the global level.

314
315
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317
318
319

It is important to note that the common denominators identified in these recommendations are a
prerequisite for interoperability but are not enough on their own to guarantee full interoperability across
traceability systems. For example, some of the current traceability systems could not be fully
interoperable because the architecture model of each traceability system is different: e.g. Point of
Dispense Verification system in the EU and full Track and Trace system in the U.S.A. However, there
is room for ‘lower’ integration (see also section 6).
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320
321
322

Note: “UtBene” is a fictitious pharmaceutical product, used through this document. The packs and barcodes used throughout
this document are not intended to comply with any regulatory labelling or global data standards and are shown for illustration
purposes only.

323
324
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326
327
328
329
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332
333
334
335

To ensure clear recommendations on how interoperability can be achieved are presented, this
document follows the different aspects of how track and trace systems are usually implemented. In
simplest terms it is broken down into (1) the process of identifying a pharmaceutical pack using a
globally unique product code, (2) the capturing of that identifier from a data carrier and (3) the exchange
of information each time the pack is moved and data is captured within the system.

336
337

The Recommendations are provided in grey boxes below and are NOT presented in order of preference
or importance.

338
339

A. Product identification

340
341
342
343

In the context of this document, the product being tracked and traced is a pharmaceutical pack. This is
usually defined as the unit of sale or use, i.e. the pack which is dispensed to the patient in its market
destination(s). The regulatory requirements are generally that the unit of use packing must be identified
using a unique number specific to that product. This allows everyone in the supply chain to be sure
344
they are referring to the same product. This is to
345
ensure that each product is identified with a
346
different identification number, so products do not
347
get mixed up in the supply chain and/or at point if
348
dispense.
349
350
Fig 1
351

352
353
354

Figure 1 shows packs of two different pharmaceutical products, the first contains UtBene 500mg
capsules and the second contains UtBene 250mg capsules. Each pack would be identified with a
different product code to ensure the two products are distinguishable by product code.
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Recommendation 1: Use numeric product identifiers: Product identification should ideally be based
on numeric identifiers, instead of alphabetic ones. As countries use different alphabets the inclusion of
letters within product identification can lead to interoperability issues between systems. This is
illustrated below where the same word is shown is several different languages.

355
356
357
Recommendation 2: Enable the use of widely accepted international standards(4): It is essential
that products can be uniquely identified on a global basis which is only possible if every country
follows/aligns on the specifications defined by compatible international standards. A key to ensuring
consistency and uniqueness, and thus interoperability, of the coding between T&T systems is the use
of a single global data standard or “family” of standards. Although this document does not recommend
a single data standard, it is acknowledged that at the time this document is written, GS1 standards are
the most widely accepted and adopted international data standard for pharmaceuticals identification,
coding and data exchange.

358
359
360
361
362
363

Product identification is not limited to product level only, there are more granular methods of identifying
a product. Below is an illustration of packs belonging to the same product manufactured in two separate
production batches. Every pack will have the same product code however the first five packs have a
different batch number than the second five packs.

364

Fig 2
365
366
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367
368
369

This extra level of identification and granularity enables not just the product to be tracked and traced
but also to identify from which batch the specific pack comes from. This is especially important when it
is necessary to capture the batch data within a business/regulatory process.

370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377

An additional level of granularity which can be added is the serialisation of each individual pack. This
level of identification is more granular than based on batch numbers as the product code plus serial
number identify uniquely and globally every single individual instance of every product. Serialisation of
products allows for individual products to be tracked and traced through a supply chain, this in turn
allows for the authenticity of an individual product to be checked as no two products will ever have the
same identifying number. When a product is serialised, it is the combination of the product code and
the serial number which ensures that the individual product is globally unique and can be
unambiguously identified.

378
379

Usually when a pack is serialised the data carrier will then hold four pieces of information: product code,
expiry date, batch/ lot number and serial number.

380
381
382
383
384

As for other system requirements addressed in this document, it is recognized that implementation of
recommendation 3 for existing systems may take time. As an example, in China the data elements
contain a drug identification code (corresponding to the product code) and a production identification
code (corresponding to serial number, expiration date and batch number), in which the serial number
is a compulsory requirement, while the expiration date and batch number are optional.

385
Recommendation 3: Use the four data elements: Align on the global framework of unique product
identification of medicines which uses four data elements of coding, based on widely accepted global
standards: a globally unique product code and a serial number which make the product identification
globally unique, plus expiry date and batch/ lot number which are required in human-readable form and
when encoded allow for the automation of business processes that require this information as input.

386
387
388
389
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391
392
393

Within a supply chain, products are not shipped or stored as individual packs but instead they are often
grouped into bundles, shipper cases and ultimately a pallet. After an individual serialised pack is placed
into a bundle and then into a shipper case, it is not always possible to read the data carrier on the pack,
which make it challenging to track and trace the pack through the supply chain since each supply chain
actor would have to unpack pallets, shippers, and bundles to read the data carrier on each individual
pack. Therefore, a process called “aggregation” is used(5).

394
395
396

Aggregation is the creation of a hierarchical, parent-child relationship between a containing object (i.e.,
parent) and one or more objects (i.e., children) that are contained. Aggregation requires unique
identification (i.e. serialisation) of both the parent (e.g. a bundle) and each child (e.g. the pack).
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397

Fig. 3
398
399
400
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405
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407

In the example in figure 3 there are five packs in a bundle, by scanning each pack as it is placed into
the bundle an association can be made between the five individual packs and the bundle. This
aggregation is captured in an IT system so that when the bundle data carrier is scanned, the child can
be looked up. A relationship can then be made between the four bundles in the shipper case and the
shipper case itself in the same way. By working in this way, the relationships are built up so that a
pallet data carrier can be scanned, and the shipper cases, bundles and individual packs inside can be
looked up within the IT system. When a unit is moved or stored it can be scanned to capture the fact
that all the units inside down to the pack level have also been moved or stored.

408
Recommendation 4: Provide clear requirements on packaging level identification: Provide
clear guidance on identification and barcoding of the different packaging levels.
Aggregation should be allowed but not mandated. If aggregation is part of the specific country’s
traceability model, then details on how aggregation is structured, and the data model need to be
clear, flexible and harmonised with other countries.
A suitable option for tracking of medicinal products is to trace data at secondary pack level but design
a system that allows submission of aggregated data.
409
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414
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B. Data carriers, data fields and syntax
To allow the product to be identified in the supply chain it is necessary to mark or apply its identifiers
on the physical pack, this is done using a “data carrier”. There are many different types of data carriers,
some of these are shown in figure 4, including the 2D/Matrix barcode (i.e. Data Matrix, QR code), RFID
tag and 1D/Linear barcode.

416
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Data carriers allow the
Fig 4
identification information on
the pack to be captured by a
scanning device such as a
barcode scanner or RFID
reader.
The automatic
RFID Tag
1D / Linear Barcodes
2D / Matrix Barcodes
capture of the identification
information prevents the need for the information to be gathered and input into a system manually,
which is time consuming and error prone.

426
427
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If different types of data carriers are used either on one level of the packaging hierarchy (e.g. items that
depending on the product use different data carriers) or on the different levels of the packaging
hierarchy (e.g. items using a different data carrier than shipper cases) then this can lead to scanning
equipment in some instances not being able to scan the barcodes and potentially the IT systems not
being able to process the data, especially where proprietary type data carriers are used.

431

Ultimately this prevents interoperability across track and trace systems.
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Recommendation 5: Use ISO/IEC Data Matrix on secondary packaging(6): At this time ISO/IEC
16022 Data Matrix, an Internationally standardized two-dimensional (2D) barcode data carrier has
been, and continues to be, the forward-looking data carrier of choice globally used in the
implementation of Healthcare related traceability systems.
New Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) technologies continue to be developed and
these developments should be monitored for applicability of use in globally implemented traceability
systems. In order to ensure the stability, interoperability and global compatibility of traceability
systems, there are several factors that must be carefully considered before adoption of a new AIDC
technology:
 Is it globally standardised?
 Is it in the public domain i.e. non-proprietary?
 Has it been tested in real world use and at scale?
 Is it backward compatible with the AIDC technologies already in use?
Care and in-depth investigation must be taken when considering new AIDC technologies for use in
place of or in addition to existing adopted solutions as, there is a high risk that introduction of new
technologies will be more disruptive to healthcare traceability than beneficial.
Recommendation 6: The use of scratch-off mechanisms is not recommended: Scratch-off
mechanisms add significant costs for manufacturers and do not significantly increase the overall
security of the system.
Recommendation 7: Avoid mandating the use of RFID: Barcodes and RFID are different data
carrier technologies and intermixing the use of barcodes with RFID will require two different types
of data capture devices (i.e. a barcode scanner versus an RFID reader) at every point in the
supply chain as well as the potential for different handling of the resultant device output. If the use
of RFID is mandatory, it is important to keep the 2D/Matrix data carrier as a backup of the RFID
and to interoperate with countries that do not mandate RFID.
Recommendation 8: Avoid mandating the use of 2D/Matrix bar code other than ISO/IEC Data
Matrix on secondary packaging data carriers for product identification: Although 2D/Matrix
data carriers other than ISO/IEC Data Matrix have been used on some pharmaceutical packaging,
such as QR Code, their use has primarily been for purposes other than product identification, such
as for access to product marketing information. Regulatory requirements for product identification
and traceability have globally been focused on the use of Data Matrix as the single accepted data
carrier, which can accomplish both the identification and marketing goals. Inclusion of alternate or
additional data carriers on the same package or label is not recommended as it can introduce
confusion, inefficiencies and errors.
Recommendation 9: Barcodes do not replace human readable information on the pack:
barcodes shall only be used in addition to having the same information printed in human-readable
format on the pack, next to the barcode or somewhere else on the pack.
432
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434
435

To allow the data carrier to be read electronically and its contents properly processed, the data is
encoded using a globally standardised syntax. This syntax is known by the scanning device which
enables to read the data carrier and capture the data elements quickly and efficiently.

436

Fig 5
437
438
Recommendation 10: Use a globally standardised syntax: A globally standardised syntax issued
by an approved standardisation body shall be used to ensure that scanning devices know how the
data is encoded and are therefore able to read the data and interpret it.
439
440
441
442
443

As the name suggests, data carriers store data. On a pharmaceutical pack the data carrier will usually
hold four data elements: the product code, serial number, batch number and expiry date (see
Recommendation 3).

444
445
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450
451
452

It is acknowledged that in some countries a national number, historically for reimbursement purposes,
is given to a medicine and this is required on the pack and in the barcode (e.g. Italy, Spain, and Portugal).
Where this is the case, interoperability will only be achieved if countries which do not require this 5th
data element ignore it when processing the information. This is shown in the figure 6: Country A needs
a national number and so captures, communicates and processes all five pieces of information whereas
country B uses only four and therefore ignores the 5th data element in the barcode and the electronic
message . National numbering systems become unnecessary when the four-element data set is used
as described above. With this system, all other attributes (such as national number, price, etc) can in
theory be derived by database lookup instead of printed on the pack.

453

454

Fig 6

455
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Recommendation 11: Avoid additional information in the barcode: In most instances any
additional information can be stored as master data and looked up in IT systems using the product
code as the primary key to access the information. This is how the product price is looked up in a
supermarket when scanning a product at the cashier.
456
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461

It is acceptable for different levels of packaging to use different data carriers (see Recommendation 6
on the avoidance of RFID) , this is because each data carrier has its own specific features, benefits and
primary use cases, for example the Data Matrix barcode symbol can hold more information at a smaller
size than a linear barcode even if it requires the use of a different type of scanner.
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Note that there is no definition of tertiary package provided in global data standards, however the term
most commonly refers to logistic units which are used to move and store products. Refer to local
regulation and / or global data standard specification for more details.

469
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472
Fig 7
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Recommendation 12: Use suitable barcodes for each packaging level and avoid multiple
barcodes on the same pack: It is not necessary to use the same barcode type on all levels of
packaging; however, the suitable barcode type should be used at each packaging level and this
should then be used consistently across the globe to ensure interoperability.
Refer to widely accepted global data standards for additional information in the use of appropriate
barcode symbols on packaging levels

Recommendation 13: Use only ONE barcode on a pack(7): Multiple barcodes on the same
pack can cause confusion for users and could also increase patient safety concerns. For this
reason, it is always best to only have ONE barcode on a pack.
473
474
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C. Data exchange - product data, transactional data, and traceability data

476
477

For the purpose of this document, the focus is on data management. Data ownership and governance
is not covered here.

478
479
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In today’s context of globalisation, medicines are very often imported or exported from one country to
another. Even if the medicines and relevant packaging are duly identified and marked as per the
requirements of the national T&T system of the exporting country and of the national T&T system of the
importing country, the related traceability data must be reported and stored in the database of each
country where the medicine will be marketed. Indeed, because the data exchange specifications of the
national T&T systems are not interoperable, the national databases cannot be directly cross-referenced.
Therefore, manufacturers and relevant supply chain stakeholders must implement one specific system
for each country and must also develop and maintain more complex and costly data management
processes and systems.

487
488
489

Below are recommendations focusing on the data model and data exchange elements needed to
ensure the interoperability of T&T systems. Interoperability implies data exchange between T&T system
across jurisdictions, as well as with other national / regional systems.

490
491

It may be necessary in the future to develop more detailed and specific guidance on global standardsbased communications protocols within T&T systems.

492
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495

496

5. CONSIDERATIONS ON
POSSIBLE SYSTEM
ARCHITECHTURES

497
498
499
500
501
502
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504
505
506
507

This section focuses on the possible architecture for interoperable Track and Trace (T&T) systems. The
possible architectures presented here take into account the systems that have been already
implemented around the world(8) and are for illustrative purposed.

508

This section should be read in conjunction with the previous sections in this document.

509
510

DESIGN OPTIONS

511

Verification points

512
513
514

The number of possible data points in even a simplified supply chain, such as that shown in figure 9, is
large. Collecting traceability data, especially at small unit level (e.g. packs) requires significant time and
resources and generates costs.

515
516
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When thinking about traceability systems for medicines, it is important to answer the hypothetical
question: “who do we want to be able to verify the authenticity and origin of the medicine?” This could
be the patient, or the last professional to handle the pack (usually a dispenser or pharmacist) or every
stakeholder in the supply chain. Selecting these “Verification Point(s)” of the system then leads to
various other decisions about how those checks should be conducted, as shown schematically in figure
8.

521
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In order to make systems feasible and economically viable to operate, it may be necessary to prioritise
a subset of data. Choosing the minimum useful architecture, and then building extra layers over time,
is an option, in particular for those countries/regions which do not have a system in place yet. It also
may allow a phased implementation approach, with learning along the way.
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Figure 9 shows a model where traceability data are collected at each change of location and ownership.
Green represents activities “upstream” of finished product (i.e. before most of the track and trace
activities for medicines in systems currently implemented begin) and red represents downstream supply
chain actions, after finished products are released to the market.
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Figure 8: Decision Tree: In general, the traceability systems that are widely used today are designed to be
operated by one or more elements of the supply chain, rather than by the patient. This is in keeping with the need
of a quality-driven approach to the supply chain, as embodied in Good Distribution Practices (GDP) and other
frameworks.
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Figure 9: Typical supply chain for pharmaceutical product

541
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A model like that (full track and trace system) is possible and allows for full traceability of products along
the supply-chain, with clear advantages over simpler systems with a more limited scope. On the other
hand, a model like that is complex and generates higher costs and need for resources.
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Examples of this kind of systems already in place include Russia and the USA. The key difference is
that while in Russia there is a central repository to which all submissions and queries are sent, in the
USA there is no central database, and each stakeholder must provide a way to allow its data to be
queried.

549
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At the other end of the complexity scale, there are simplified systems where data are only collected at
key data points.
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The system developed by the European Union is shown in figure 10. This system envisages mandatory
serialisation (inclusion of the serial numbers unique for packs of medicinal products in the database) at
manufacturers’ level, and mandatory verification of such numbers during the dispensing process, by a
health care professional (usually a pharmacist). Only partial or for-cause verification of the serial
numbers is foreseen in between, during distribution (i.e. verification by distributors).

556
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Figure 10: Simplified System
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The main advantage of simplified systems is reduced costs and use of resources, in particular during
distribution, at a price of a decreased traceability.
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The simplified system in Figure 10 is a subset of the full T&T system in Figure 9. They are not mutually
exclusive, and interconnection can be achieved among full T&T systems and simplified ones.
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Centralised or Distributed Data

567
568
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A central database or repository is generally the most efficient and simple way of allowing traceability
data from multiple parties to be reported, stored and queried. It is perfectly possible however to design
a system with distributed databases where each originator stores their own data.
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If e.g. data associated with any pack of a medicinal product are to be accessed or queried by all the
actors in the supply chain, the distributed databases option needs development of mechanisms for
access to data and/or querying the databases, which can be rather complex.
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The 3 main available types of architecture for collecting and reporting of data are briefly described
below:

575

1. Centralised:

576
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Centralised registration of entities and reporting of traceability data to a single (usually managed by a
government agency) database or repository. This have been adopted, with different specificities, by
most countries with traceability systems, including the EU, Russia and Brazil.

579
580

The two main variations are the “hub and spoke” architecture of the EU and the single central repository
used elsewhere, as shown in figure 11 and 12.
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Figure 11: EU model, central hub, multiple national repositories (not full track and trace)

Figure 12: Track and trace model with a national repository
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2. Semi-Centralised (Cumulative):
In this model, there is no central repository of data but rather a linear and cumulative flow of information.
Each supply chain entity is legally responsible for confirming receipt of accurate data from its upstream
business partner, adding its own data, and transmitting the full chain of custody data downstream to
the next recipient. In this way, the downstream partners have visibility of previous history. This system
is adopted by China and the USA.
3.

Distributed:

Copies of compliance data are shared with other supply chain partners on a request basis, to verify
product, but are not stored in a central place. This mechanism is used for management of USA saleable
returns, via a verification router service (VRS).
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Charging model and user fee structure:
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The shared infrastructure needed for traceability can be expensive. In the case of the EU, the costs
were transferred to the commercial sector, by allowing an industry stakeholder consortium, the
European Medicines Verification Organisation (EMVO) to fund, set up and run the system. In other
countries, costs are recovered by volume-based usage fees or annual licenses levied on manufacturers.
In either case, the commercial model needs to be considered before the system design is finalised, as
it can be very contentious, as experience in regions of the world where a T&T system has been
implemented has demonstrated.
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Data access rights:
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The data generated by traceability systems is a very a valuable resource. Mining this data can generate
insights into safety issues, enhance pharmacovigilance, and help to equalise stock levels during
shortages (see also section 4), among other societal benefits. It can also highlight commercial patterns
which are of value to manufacturers and distributors.
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Such data however are often considered commercially confidential, so it is necessary to define,
establish and regulate who will have access to what data. This discussion should be started early in the
design process, as it will impact other decisions to be taken on how the system will be designed and
implemented.
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Cyber-security:
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As in many other areas, cyber-security is critical. If e.g. a database of authentic serial numbers in packs
of medicinal products is hacked by criminals, those numbers could then be used to “authenticate”
falsified products. Every effort must be made to ensure that technology systems are hardened against
cyber-attacks, including regular penetration tests, that can be performed by an expert third party.
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Build in-house or outsource to vendor or stakeholder consortium:
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Some countries/regions may have the necessary resources and technical capacity to build their own
systems. Taking all the above complexities into consideration however, outsourcing the management
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of T&T system to a commercial partner is also an option. Competent vendors exist which may fulfil the
necessary criteria.
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FLEXIBILITY IN THE DATA FORMAT
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Traceability systems do not exist in isolation. They will inevitably be grafted onto existing data flows
within the infrastructure of each supply chain stakeholder. It is important to allow as much flexibility as
possible for file formats, while standardising only where necessary.
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Standard data structure (e.g. EPCIS) is more important than specific file formats, as many modern track
and trace platforms can cope with multiple file formats. As shown below, it is also necessary to consider
all systems which might report data, whether hosted on-premise on in the cloud.
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Transformation (making sure that all data is harmonised into standard form for processing), and
orchestration (making sure that data flows between systems easily) should be considered. Modern
commercial traceability systems can perform these functions automatically.
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Almost all potential use cases are already in use somewhere. The key benefit of using established
successful system designs, rather than re-designing a specific national system, is the rapid deployment
and cost saving that can be achieved.
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Figure 13. Complexity of data transfer between various systems needs flexible solutions
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DATA AUTHENTICATION
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The quality and security of a traceability system depends on reliable and robust processes, this include
ensuring that only authorized users can upload data.
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Various methods can be used to ensure this. In general, anything which creates dependencies on
specific physical hardware (e.g. USB sticks) should be avoided, as they can be stolen or lost and are
generally hard to update efficiently once issued.
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Authentication methods also depend on how data are uploaded. Low volume users may prefer manual
upload, but large organisations will generally prefer the greater efficiency of automated processes.
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Options for authentication of data include:
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Manual Upload
o Dongle based security
o Physical Key
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Automated upload
o Web Services

664

o

SSL certificates and Token (Refreshed regularly)

665

o

Digital Signatures based integration
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DATA HIERARCHY(5)
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In most cases currently, the traceable unit is the secondary pack or unit of sale/dispense of the
medicinal products. Pharmaceutical items however are not shipped as individual units of sale, they are
aggregated into higher levels of packaging for efficient distribution, as shown below. These cases and
pallets will often have their own codes.

672
673
674

It is possible to associate all these nested code hierarchies in a database, a process known as
aggregation, during manufacturing or shipping processes, so that the presence of a single pack in a
pallet can be inferred by scanning the exterior pallet code and looking up in a database.

675
676
677
678

Aggregation generates costs and complexity and requires tight control of data to avoid errors, but on
the other hand, it optimizes the logistics and traceability of shipments. The recommended option is to
trace data at secondary pack level and design a system which allows submission of aggregation data
hierarchies (see also section 5).
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679
680
681

Figure 14: Packaging hierarchy, aggregation, and associated codes

682

MOBILE VERIFICATION

683
684
685
686
687
688

The widespread availability of mobile phones gives opportunities for code verification where scanners
are not a feasible option. These might include small or remote pharmacies, or those in rural areas in
developing countries. In these cases, medical professionals could be provided with a specific
application for use in conjunction with their mobile phone. This would enable the identity of the verifier
to be registered and checked. During the sale or dispense process, the person providing the medicine
will act as a last link in the supply chain, performing a final check of the product identifier.

689
690
691
692

As well as the professional application above, it would also be possible to provide a consumer
application for code verification. This would work in a similar manner, by allowing those receiving or
purchasing medicines to check their codes. This should always be an adjunct, not a substitute for, the
professional oversight described above.

693
694
695
696
697

This could also be used to provide patients with up-to-date information about the medicine and how to
use it safely and to best effect. This may mean linking to a regulators’ database or other source of
medicines information which would be specific to the jurisdiction in which the patient was located. Such
use of mobile apps however has never been put in practice so far, and its implementation would be
subject to complex regulatory decisions.

698
699
700
701
702

One well-known drawback of consumer verification is that it can cause confusion which is then exploited
by counterfeiters. For example, counterfeited drugs have been found in packaging which promotes fake
websites for “authentication” of the medicine. This “parallel universe” problem, where the counterfeiters
attempt to copy both the packaging and the verification mechanism, can give a false sense of security
and make consumers vulnerable.

703
704
705
706

In general, the prevalence of camera phones makes it possible to scan permanent bar-codes (as
recommended for traceability systems) in most countries, as opposed to scratch-off mechanisms.
However, it may be necessary to allow for SMS-based methods in some countries where mobile internet
or smartphone availability is low.
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707

6. GLOSSARY

708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717

This glossary has been developed together by ICMRA and WHO. Common definitions have been
established for terms used in the documents below:

718
719



The ICMRA Recommendations on common technical denominators for Track and Trace (T&T)
systems to allow for interoperability

720



The WHO “Policy Brief on Traceability of Medical Products”

721
722

The definitions are intended to be as simple as possible to help better inform readers who are not
experts in traceability systems. They are not intended to be exhaustive.

723
724

Aggregation

725
726
727

The documented parent/child relationships between uniquely identified items and the uniquely identified
outer container they are contained within for the purposes of improving the efficiency of serialisation
business processes involving data exchange and/or regulatory requirements.

728

Architectural Model

729
730
731

A description of how traceability data is structured, exchanged and stored amongst parties such as
regulators and members of a supply chain to meet recognized goals, i.e., improving the security of a
given supply chain.

732
733

Authentication
The act of determining the authenticity of a product or a system user.

734

Authenticity

735

The quality of a product and labelling, establishing that they are unquestionably genuine.

736

Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC)

737
738
739

The processes used to automate the assignment, marking and capturing (reading) of product
identification, through the use of carrier technologies such as barcodes and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags.

740

Barcodes
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741
742
743

A symbol that follows a data carrier standard that allows it to encode a finite amount of data, and which
may be read repeatably and reliably to extract the data it contains. There are generally two types of
barcodes used in commercial supply chains around the world: Linear and 2-dimensional.

744

Barcoding

745

The process of applying a barcode to a product package at any level.

746

Batch Number / Lot Number

747
748
749
750

An identifier assigned to a homogeneous quantity of a product that have identical manufacturing and
packaging characteristics, including raw materials, manufacturing processes and timing. The batch or
lot number associates an item with production information that the manufacturer considers relevant for
traceability of the trade item. The data may refer to the trade item itself or to items contained in it.

751

Bundles

752
753
754
755

A homogeneous grouping of unit-level product packages—usually in sub-multiples of a full-case
quantity—that are bound together during an intermediate step of the case-packing operation to ease
the packaging process. Bundles may or may not be serialized but are generally not considered a “trade
item” themselves.

756

Commissioning

757
758
759

1. The act of documenting the association of a new unique identifier with a specific instance of an
object class, usually occurring at the moment the unique identifier is printed or affixed onto the
object.

760
761

2. A type of “visibility event” defined in the GS1 EPCIS standard that documents the commissioning
as defined in 1 above.

762

Data Capture

763
764
765

The process of collecting data about product instances. This includes data to be encoded into a data
carrier to be affixed to an instance of a product package, as well as data read from existing data carriers
on one or more product instances at any level of packaging.

766

Data Carrier

767
768
769
770

One of several technologies used to encode and present product identification data on a product
package. There are many specific types of data carriers but those used in health product supply chains
generally fall into these categories: Linear barcodes, 2-dimensional (2D) barcodes and Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags.

771

Data Exchange / Information Exchange

772
773
774

The sharing/movement of structured data from one party to one or more other parties. To be successful,
all parties must agree in advance on the structure and the data transmission protocol. This is normally
the subject of global standards.

775

Data Model

776

A description of how a specific set of data is organized, or structured, for a particular purpose.

777

Data Ownership
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778

The recognition of the party that retains ownership rights to a given set of data.

779

Data Standard

780

A published standard that describes the characteristics of a set of data for a particular purpose.

781

Decommissioning

782
783
784
785
786

1. The act of documenting the disassociation of a unique identifier from a specific instance of an
object class, typically when the object no longer exists or reaches the absolute end of its lifecycle
(i.e., after destruction or consumption of a product).
2. A type of “visibility event” defined in the GS1 EPCIS standard that documents the
decommissioning as defined in 1 above.

787

Expiry Date

788
789

The latest date the manufacturer of a product is confident a given instance of the product will meet the
published/regulated application.

790

Falsified

791

Products that deliberately/fraudulently misrepresent their identity, composition or source.

792

Global Data Standards / “Family” of Standards

793
794

A set of standards specifically defined to work together coherently to facilitate a specific purpose, i.e.,
secure commerce within a supply chain.

795

Globally Standardised Syntax

796

Wording that uses a context of one or more global standards.

797

Globally Unique

798

Adjective describing something with the characteristic that it is unique throughout the world.

799

Global/Globally Unique Product identifier

800
801

A product code that cannot be assigned to more than one product throughout the world because it is
defined with elements that are controlled by a global assignment agency and the manufacturer.

802

Governance

803
804

The process of developing and enforcing technical rules intended to enable secure product supply
chains

805

Grandfathering exception

806
807
808

An exception to a traceability regulation granted explicitly by that regulation applies to products already
in the supply chain on the day the new regulation goes into effect because they were packaged prior to
that date and therefore cannot be expected to comply. These products are said to be “grandfathered”.

809

Inference

810
811
812

The process of determining the unique identifiers on objects contained inside of outer containers like
cases, totes and pallets, using aggregation data rather than opening the containers. The unique
identifiers found are said to be “inferred” from the aggregation data because their accuracy depends on
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813
814

the accuracy of the aggregation data and the integrity of the outer container since the actual objects
and their identifiers are not visible.

815

Information exchange

816
817

The type of interoperability where information is exchanged between interconnected systems without
triggering a status change for a product, batch, and/or pack in the receiving system.

818

Interoperability

819
820

The ability to exchange product traceability information accurately, efficiently, and consistently among
trading partners in a supply chain and/or authorized regulators.

821
822
823

Legal supply chain
The supply chain paths and participants that are recognized and authorized by the government(s) of
jurisdiction. Also sometimes referred to as the “legitimate supply chain”.

824

Logistic Unit

825
826

An item of any composition established for transport and/or storage that needs to be managed through
the supply chain.

827

Marketing Authorization Holder

828
829

The legal entity that has been authorized to place specified medical products on a regulated market by
the national regulatory authority.

830

National Number

831
832

A product code that is assigned by a national government to a given product for use within their national
borders. National numbers have no expectation of global uniqueness.

833

National Numbering Systems

834
835

Product identification numbering systems that are defined by a single country or market for registration
and use only within its boundaries.

836

Packaging Levels

837
838
839

The hierarchy of product packaging. Each level has a specific way for protecting and identifying the
product during different types of handling. Recognized “levels” include “primary”, “secondary” and
“tertiary”

840

Pack

841
842

The packaged product that moves through a supply chain and is sold/administered/dispensed to the
end patient and that is typically the subject of serialisation requirements

843

Pallet

844
845

A wood or plastic structural foundation used for transporting a grouping of one or more shipper cases
containing product

846

Point of Dispense (PoD) Verification

847
848

A recognized traceability architectural model that aims to limit the points in a supply chain where a drug
must be verified to the point where it is dispensed or administered to a patient. Also referred to as a
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849
850
851
852

“book-end approach” because it usually requires manufactures at one of the supply chain to apply a
unique identifier to drug packages, and dispensers at the other end of the supply chain to perform the
verification step. The Falsified Medicines Directive (FMD) in the European Union (EU) as defined by
the Delegated Regulation (DR) is an example of a system that implements PoD Verification.

853

Primary Pack

854
855

The product packaging that touches the dose, i.e., a blister pack, a vial. If no secondary pack exists,
then the primary pack is usually the lowest saleable pack.

856

Product

857
858

Usually a drug, biologic, vaccine or other health-related consumable that is regulated and moves
through a supply chain from manufacturer to consumer.

859

Product Class

860
861

A well-defined description of a type of a product that would be registered, manufactured and sold in a
supply chain.

862

Product Code

863
864

A numeric or alphanumeric sequence of characters that is registered as an identifier for a class of
objects (e.g., a trade item)

865

Product Data

866

Data that describes the product class

867

Product Identifier

868
869

A numeric or alphanumeric sequence of characters that is registered as an identifier for a class of
objects (e.g., a trade item) or an instance of an object (e.g., a logistic unit)

870

Product identifier Plus Serial Number

871
872

The combination of a product identifier and a serial number that uniquely identifies the type of packaged
product (product class), and the single, specific instance of that packaged product.

873

Product Master Data

874

Data that describes various characteristics of a specific product to differentiate it from all others.

875

Real-time

876
877
878

A qualifier of an event or process that occurs so fast in response to a trigger that it appears to happen
immediately or even simultaneously. “Near real-time” describes an event or process that occurs rapidly
in response to a trigger, but not fast enough to be considered “real-time”.

879

Secondary Pack

880
881
882

A package that contains one or more primary packages. A secondary pack in most, but not all, markets
is the lowest saleable pack in the supply chain, when it exists. Sometimes referred to as “Finished
Pack”, “Finished Product" or “Sales Pack”.

883

Serial Number
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884
885
886

1. A unique numeric or alphanumeric code that, when associated with a product code, identifies a
single instance of a product
2. Colloquial. A unique number that identifies a single instance of a product

887

Serialisation / Serialization

888
889

The processes and results of defining, assigning and affixing unique serial numbers to product
packaging at any level.

890

Shipper Cases

891
892

A grouping for saleable packages in a shipping container, usually made of corrugated fiberboard
(cardboard)

893

Stakeholder funding model

894
895
896

A method of funding the construction and management of the technology infrastructure necessary for
a national traceability system that relies on the companies who are regulated (the “supply chain
stakeholders”) to pay for all or part of it.

897

Substandard:

898
899

Also called “out of specification”, these are authorized products that fail to meet either their quality
standards or specifications, or both.

900

Supply Chain

901
902

Two or more companies who buy and/or sell products, starting with the manufacturer and ending with
the entity that supplies or administers the products to the end patient

903
904
905
906
907

Supply Chain Stakeholders
Companies, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and aid agencies, who participate in
the supply chain of medical products, including, but not limited to, manufacturer, third-party logistics
provider (3PL), importer, distributor, wholesale distributor, logistics company, pharmacy, hospital,
clinic, etc.

908

System Architecture

909
910

See Architectural Model definition above (Architectural Model is used in the WHO policy document and
System Architecture in the ICMRA document with the same meaning).

911

Tertiary Pack

912

A third level of packaging or higher, usually including logistic units like shippers, cases, totes and pallets

913

Trace

914

The ability to know where a product has been within a supply chain prior to its current location

915

Traceability

916
917

(ISO) The capability to trace something. In some cases, it is interpreted as the ability to verify the history,
location, or application of an item by means of documented recorded identification.

918

Traceability Data / Traceability Information

919

Data that documents where a product, or products, has/have been within a supply chain
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920

Traceability Model

921

A well-defined approach to capturing, sharing and storing traceability data

922

Traceability System

923

A systematic implementation of a traceability model

924

Track

925

The ability to know where a product is right now

926

Track and Trace

927
928

1. A type of traceability model that attempts to track and trace products through a supply chain
2. Colloquial. A term used to refer to any and all traceability models

929

Trade Item

930
931
932
933

A product or a homogeneous grouping of a product that is identified so that it may be treated as a
“quantity one” unit for the purpose of registration, listing, marketing, sales, shipment, billing and other
value chain and supply chain applications. Not all “homogeneous groupings” are trade items (see
“bundle”).

934

Trading Partner

935
936

Supply chain stakeholders who engage in the purchase, sale and donation of products between each
other.

937

Transactional Data

938
939

Data that describes one or more transactions, whether financial, supply chain (product change of
ownership) or both.

940

Transactional Interoperability

941

A transaction in one system is extended automatically to another system

942

Unique Identifier

943
944

A unique serial number in combination with a product code. A unique identifier identifies a single
instance of a product.

945

Unique Number

946
947

A numeric or alphanumeric sequence of characters that identifies a single instance of a product such
that no other instance has the same sequence associated with it.

948

Unit of Sale

949
950

Usually this is the trade item that is sold within a supply chain. The smallest unit of sale is usually the
packaging level that is sold to the pharmacy, hospital or clinic and contains one or more “units of use”

951

Unit of Use

952

The item that is dispensed or administered to a patient by a healthcare professional

953

Unregistered/unlicensed
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954
955
956

Medical products that have not undergone evaluation and/or approval by the National or Regional
Regulatory Authority (NRRA) for the market in which they are marketed/distributed or used, subject to
permitted conditions under national or regional regulation and legislation.

957

Verification

958

The process of determining that the unique identifier on a product is valid.
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